
Forno Bravo and Pizza Quest Renew
Partnership
Pizza oven manufacturer promotes destination website hosted by Peter Reinhart.

SALINAS, CA, UNITED STATES, July 27, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Forno Bravo
(www.fornobravo.com) and Pizza Quest have announced a renewal of their collaboration on the pizza-

Pizza Quest stems from my
book, “American Pie”, as a
vehicle to continue the search
for the perfect pizza.

Peter Reinhart

themed website, www.pizzaquest.com , that began in 2010.
“Pizza Quest with Peter Reinhart” is a destination website for
pizza enthusiasts that contains video and blog content as well
as recipes and guest columns from chefs and personalities in
the pizza industry.

“Pizza Quest stems from my book, “American Pie”, as a
vehicle to continue the search for the perfect pizza,” said Peter
Reinhart, famed author, baking instructor and host of Pizza

Quest. “Along with my co-creators Brad English and Jeff Michael, we started filming interviews with
some of our favorite pizzerias and produced short vignettes of the interviews that we call “webisodes”.
In 2010, we partnered with Forno Bravo to develop a web platform to share the webisodes and our
personal insights about our quest as well as provide a vehicle for guest contributors to share their
passion for pizza.”

“We want to thank not only Forno Bravo for providing the platform to share our journey, but our
sponsors along the way who have made the production of webisodes possible.  As we look to
continue our travels, we encourage potential sponsors to see what Pizza Quest is about and join our
endeavor,” said Reinhart.

Forno Bravo COO Tim Cole said, “We couldn’t be more pleased to renew our commitment with the
team at Pizza Quest.  Forno Bravo has always supported the pizza enthusiast with free content to
bring food, fire and family together and Pizza Quest embodies Forno Bravo’s core principles.”

To learn more about Pizza Quest with Peter Reinhart and sponsorship and advertising opportunities,
visit www.pizzaquest.com and follow them on Facebook and Instagram @pizzaquesting.
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This press release can be viewed online at: http://www.einpresswire.com

Disclaimer: If you have any questions regarding information in this press release please contact the
company listed in the press release. Please do not contact EIN Presswire. We will be unable to assist
you with your inquiry. EIN Presswire disclaims any content contained in these releases.
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